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Rationale for the unit –  
 
Students develop an understanding of where 
food comes from, different farming 
techniques such as organic and free range 
and they develop an understanding of how 
demand for farming is having an impact on 
the planet. 
 
Where the unit fits in 
The Big Picture 

Human and physical geography  

 Understand the issues around 
food production for a growing 
world population, food inequality 
and the conflict between demand 
for farm and housing land. 

Geographical skills and fieldwork  

 use maps and images to explore 
the issues. 

Expectations: 
At the end of this unit 
 
Emerging: all will have an understanding of different food 
production methods and where food comes from. 
Developing: students are beginning to make connections 
between food production and food distribution 
Securing: students are able to explain the links between food 
production, food distribution and some of the issues around the 
current demand for food 
Mastering: Question and suggest solutions to issues around the 
inequality of food distribution, consumption and the rising demand 
globally.  
 
Some pupils will have progressed further and will: 
Begin to explore some of the local, sustainable options that are 
being developed within urban environments.. 
 
SEND STRATEGIES: 
 
Much of the lessons are discussion and enquiry based and do not 
involve extended writing. Key words are flagged up in lessons and 
definitions provided. There are many opportunities for carousel 
and enquiry tasks where pupils work together, rather than listen to 
the teacher give long instructions. Pairings and groupings will be 
directed and prompted by the teacher. The pace of the lessons 
ensure there are lots of visual images in the form of maps and 
pictures from the past. Pupils are invited to present and record 
their findings as they wish, with ideas given for structure. The 
pace of lessons means that tasks are broken down into 
manageable chunks. Order and sequencing of tasks are clearly 
explained on the powerpoint. Writing frames provided for 
extended writing.  

Language for learning – Key Words 

Development, distribution, global, inequality, organic, free range, factory, 
aquaponics, fair trade 
 

Resources: 
All accessed on shared area for Geography in KS3, Year 7 Geography file. All powerpoints 
have hyperlinks embedded into them and notes on the slides beneath 
.  
 

End Product – Take away: and assessment opportunities 
Pupils will develop an understanding of the food they eat and its links to the rest of the 
world 

Cross Curricular Links: 
science 
 

SMSC: (Refer to gridmaker)  
The entire unit provides every opportunity for students to reflect on all aspects of SMSC; 
Spiritually they are discovering things about their own world and environment; Socially they 
are being encouraged to Use social skills in different contexts; work well with others.  
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